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A8STRACT 
This paper discusses onG to two day future tropical cyclone intensity 
change from both a coulposite and an individual case point-of-view. 
Tropical cyclones occurring in the Gulf of ~Iexico during the per~,od 
1957-1977 form ehe primary data source. A dense rawil1!'~omle dnt:.J n~t~'ork 
to the pole~ard side of strirms in this region allot~a I110re quantitative 
evaluation of the environml..~nt of individual storm cases than is possible 
in other regions. 
Weather charts of the NW Atlantic were initially examined in hopes 
of findinG common meteorological pa1:ameters which were different between 
the intensi.fying and non-intensifying cyclones. Few obvious and con-
Blatent differences could be found. A rawinsonde composite analysis 
was then performed to investigate mean differences bet~een these two 
classes of systems. By contrast to the individual case analYSis, com-
posite differences were detected in the 200 mb height fields, the 850 mb 
temperature fields, the 200 mb zonal wind and the vertical shears of the 
zonal wind. The ind1vidual cyclones which .nake up the composite study 
were then separately examined using this composite case knowledge. 
Similar parameter'tlclifferences were found in a majority of individual 
case~. 
A cyclone intensity change forecast scheme was developed from the 
results of the individual storm systems. This forecast scheme ,,'as then 
tested against independent storm cases. Correct predictions of inten-
sification or non-intensification could be made approximately 75% of the 
time.. The scheme Was also tested on other rawinsonde composite data sets 
in other ocean basins. Again, the results were highly significant. A 
fav::;,rable strength o~ this scheme i~ the quantitative cyclone intensity 
change index which is developed from purely objective techniques. 
i 
All results indicate a relationsh:f.p between intrud.Lng barocUnic 
zones and subsequent storm weakening or lack of further storm int:ensi-
fication. The forecast scheme measures those parameters most affected 
by such baroclinic interaction and allows a prediction of future 18 to 
42 hour intensity change. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Despite all the recent advances in electron:l,c COlllput;cr unc.l snt('llite 
technologies, tropical cyclone intensity change fo,,"oco::Jting skill has nClt 
shown much improvement (Hebert, 1978). The computC!r has made metre metnetr-
ological products available a:,.d the satellite has mada us ml'rd ilword of 
the location, movement and cloudiness of tropical systems. HO\I',wer, 
neither of these technological developments has led to significant im-
provements in the cyclone intensity change foreca$~ skill. Hore research 
into the physics of this process is needed. 
In general, tropical cyclone intensity challge appears to be associated 
with both internal and external storm mechanisms such as thot given in 
Eq. 1: 
al • A + B + C at (1) 
where I • cyclone intensity, A • inner core (0_30 radius) mesoscale in-
fluences on cyclone intensity change, U • outer region (3-120 radius) 
synoptic scale influences, and C • global scale (> 120 radius) interaction 
and feedback influences on cyclone intensity change. We might view the 
typical time scales of these intensity change influences to be approxi-
mately 0-12 hours for influence A, 12-48 hours for influence Band >'48 
hours for influence C. Limited conventional observations of the inner 
core do not allow us to routinely measure the inner core physicol para-
meters which likely lead to short time scale intensity change. However, 
new satellite cloudiness analysis techniques by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration/National Environmental Satellite Service 
NOAA/NESS), National Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA), 
and the Naval Environmental Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF) 
. 
satellite groups are beginning to show some promiSing 
I 
2 
correlations on the &ihc)rcer time scale. New evidence by E. Nunuz (1981) 
indicatp's that the at,orm outer region environment has the most 8:1.gn1f1-
cant effect on 1-2 day future intensity change. Therefore, this study 
examines the surrounding outer region environmental influences (eifel,!t 
B in Eq. 1) to determine how they act to influence future prediction tJf 
cyclone intensity change. As more becomes known about hoth innl.'L* tmd 
outer region storm characteristics and storm intensity, fUJ:thcr ~l\Il't'OVQ" 
ment of cyclone intensity forecnst skill may be possibl.a through ,\ COUl-
bination of both 1nnel:' ana outer storm intensity change re101:1I)n.,h1[113. 
The recent resea:ct:h findings of E. Nunez (1981) on tropical cyclone 
intenSity change form the genernl background infopnational base j;.or the 
ini tiation of this study. Nunez (1981) examined cyclonEI ~ 'ltensi t;y change 
by comparing rav1nsonde composited c,:\ses of deepening V~lrsus filling 
tropical cyclones in Ithe northwest Pacific and northwes.: Atlanti(t. 
However, he did not dl~al with individual cases of cyclone change. His 
results were that fining systems had stronger middle arid upper l.evel 
height and temperatur(~ gradients on their poleward side. Often B. middle 
and upper level trough existed to the northwest of the 1:11ling storm 
center that was not pl~esent with the growing or steady Elystems. He 
attributed the differ.~nces between the filling/ deepeninn data sets to 
strong baroclinic intlaraction on the north and northwest: octants of the 
storm. 
Based on the Nuiil~z composite data results, the iuthors have under-
taken the investigatil::ln of such baroclinic interaction ()O an individual 
case basis. Tropical cyclones in the Gulf of Mexico wel~e selected 
because of the abunda:n;ce of data on the poleward side of these sys.tems. 
Storms werestratifiedl as intensifying and non-intensifying. 
J 
It was hoped that tlla effects of lar~e scale b~lroclinic interaction 
on the north aida of the non-intellsifyin~1 cycloOlu sY8tems would produce 
evidence of intensity change that could b~ recognited froln the wen thor 
charta. }lut after hours of detniled nnnlysis of upper and lower tropo-
spheric weather charts, the Authora beC~lll\e convinced that individual 
wea~her charts bv themselves did not provide olwious and consilScenc 
quantitative differences which would signnl intensity chnnge. Although 
the presence of ttough interaction was observed it was difficult to quan-
tify the effects of that interaction solely from comparisons of indivi-
dual weather charts. Therefore, 1:'llwilU~onde composites were formad for 
both data sets. 'rhe rawinsollde composite techniques developed at (;olornd~ 
State LJnivers;i.ty (CSLJ) were then used to determine tlle major physic~ll 
differences between systems. The knowledge gained from this comparative 
composite study was then tasted in individual cases to determine the 
extent to whichsucb differences could be detected in each particular 
forecast situation. Such differences were found in about three-quarters 
of the cases. A purely objective and quantitative scheme for forecasting 
tropical cyclone intensity change was then devised. Independent data 
were selected to further test the forecast scheme. A thorough statistit!al 
analysis was made of all the sampled data. 
1.1 Compositing Philosophy 
The Gulf of Nexico is one of the be!lt J.ocations in the ,,,orid to 
study individual storms because of the abundance of surface and upper 
air observing sites throughout the Caribbean and southeastern United 
States (F;i.g. 1). But, even in the Gulf of Hexico problems arise be-
cause of the spa1:'city of data over Uexico and the lack of observations 
within the center of the Gulf. The routine observational data is often 
augmented by aircraft observations but these data are often limited to 
inner core inf~rmation and rarely at more than one ot two 
levels. The compositing technique allows us to overlook these short-
t 
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F'ig. 1. West Atlantic rawinsonde data network utili?ed in ~he present 
study. 
comings by using rawinsonde data for many cyt'!l1nes which sh('l~" similar 
characteristics. 
The composite technique tends to smooth over many of the individual 
characteristics and ,diurnal variations of a single sto,rm. Still, by 
proper data selection and handling techniques, 'ole can gain valuable 
information on storm class differences. Once such diffetences are 
found they can then be applied to the individual cases to see how repre-
sentative the composite differences,are • 
. 
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The composite is accolllplished by positioning a cylindrical grid 
with a radius of ISo latitude at: the surface center of tbm storm for 
each time period. The grid consists of 21 vertical leveb extending 
from ctle surface to 50 mb. The horizontal grid is divided into @ight 
octants and eight radial beltsu depicted in Fig. 2. This subdivision 
yields 64 boxes whose areal extent increases radially outward. 
By using this grid system over every storm in our set, W~ ('an 
accumulate many values of each parameter in each of the 64 boxar!. Tha 
accumulated values in each grid box are averaged and the value is 
assigned to rapresent the corresponding box. Repeating this averaging 
process for each of the meteorological parameters in each of the 64 grid 
boxes yields the basic structure for the composited cyclone. 
The observed or computed parameters include 14 dynamic and 10 
thermodynamic parameters as listed below: 
Dynamic Parameters Thermodynamic Para~eter$ 
u (zonal wind) T (temperature) 
v (meridional wind) T (virtual temperature) v 
VI' (rad1.al wind) e (potential tempel"a tut"t") 
V. 
I, ~ 
(tangential wind) Z (height) 
V (wind parallel to storm motion) RH (relative humidity) p 
Vn (wind normal to storm motion) q (specific humidity) 
V f (Coriolis torque) s (static energy) r r 
Vrqc (horizontal moisture transport) h (moist static energy) 
DIV (ciivergence) h* (saturated moist static energy) 
w (vertical motion) ~ (radial height gradient) 
ar 
q w 
c 
(vertical moisture transport) 
r. (vorticity) 
~u (vertical zonal ~vind shea):,) 
1P 
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FIg. 2. C'mnlh)s'itinE; grid. Arrnw points north. 
7 
All parameters were examined in this study but only the zonal wind, verti-
Nil shear of the zonal wind, height and temperature \vere found to exhibit 
stton~ differences between the intensifying l1':ld non-intensifying cyclone 
systenls. 
COrt'ections in the relative position of the rawinsond(.. to tlu~ stot'm 
center are Made by assuming the balloon is relensed 30 minutes prior to 
the scheduled obsetvation time and that the ascent rate is 5 m s-1 
Drift corrections are then made by using the reported wind profiles. 
Computational procedures also correct for translational movement of the 
storm while the balloon is airborne. 
'rhe computer programs are designed to composite in four d:f,fferent 
cylindrical coordinate systems, but this study will be limited to the 
natural (NAT) coordinate system. In this coordinate system the composi-
ting gr:i.d is stationary with respect to the storm ct:!nter. Cctant 1 is 
7 
alw~y. pOinting to the north. regardless of the storm'. dira~tion ot 
movement. 
1.3 Data Jet 
Tb;t.s study utilize. 21 year. (1957-1977) of northweat Atlantic r8'" 
winsonde data from the .tation. shown in 'is. 1. nle data come from 
the Northern Hemiepher~ Data Tabulations (NOlYl) tap«a frf.'m Ashevillct, 
North Carolina Recl)rd. Center which was made available to the Colorado 
State University (CSU) project courtesy of Hr. Roy Jenne and his group 
at the National Center for Atmospheric, Research (NCAR) in 13ouhhu:, CO. 
Both 00 and 12 GM'f soundings wer" uBed. 
The cyclones were .e1ected from tltf,\ official beet track positions 
of the NaUona1 Hurricane Center. The cyclones were chosen, if they 
made landfall along tne Gulf Coast of the United States from approxi-
mately 100 miles louth of Brownsville, TX to the Florida Keys. Cyclones 
were stratified into intensifying or non-intensifying data sets based 
on their maximum wind speed changes for the time they were in the Gulf. 
A cyclone was considered an intensifier if it had a ~~ind speed incres$e 
of greater than 20 knots (kts) :1n a 24 hour period within 42 hours of 
landfall (see Figs. 3 and 4). There were seven cyclones which t~~re 
classified as intensifying but showed A significant filling a few hours 
prior to landfall. These storms were not considered in th;f,s study. A 
complete listing of all cyclone" which make up the two data seh! is 
shown in Table 1. 'rab1e 1 abo lists the cyclone's maximum sustained 
wind I!Ipeed for the Ll' -42, LF -18 and 1andf!,11 time periods (LF repre-
sents Land Fall). The average intensity of the intensifying cyclones 1.s 
nearly twice as strong as the n~n-1ntensifying systems. 
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The composites were prepared for t\l10 time periodS' - approximately 
18 and 42 hours prior to the landfall period. These time periods were 
selected to approximate the critical warning periods used by the 
National Hurricane Center (i.e., 24 and 48 hours prior to landfall). 
The lan\:1..t'dl period minus 18 hours (LF -18) was obtained by using both 
the LF -12 and LF -24 data composited around the LF -18 cyclone position. 
This wac done to double the rawinsonde reports because the data samples 
were small (22 intensifying cases VB. 13 non-intensifying cases). 
Similarly, the LF -42 composite was obtained by using tF -36 and LF -48 
data. The number of soundings which tell into each of thE:! 64 grid 
boxes for the period LF -18 is shown in Fig. 5 for the intensifying and 
non-intenaifying sets. It is easy to see from this figure that the most 
abundant data sources lie to the poleward side of the storm - a factor which we 
will take into consideration later. The distribution of soundings tor 
,·Y t . to .. 1
'
, 
TAStE 1 
Listing of individual storms for the intensifying and non-intensifying 
composite sets relative to time before Landfall (LF). The maximum sustained wind 
(in knots) is indicated for the three time periods. 
INTENSIFYING SET 
MEASURED OR ESTIMATED MAXIUUM SUSTAINED WIND (kts) 
§1.0RM LF .. 42 LF -18 LF 
H1 Audry 25-28 JUN 1957 60 80 125 
T2 Bertha 8-11 AUG 1957 Missing3 35 60 
H Debra 22-27 Jut 1959 25 35 70 
H Judith 17-21 OCT 1959 Missing 30 65 
H Carla 3-15 SEP 1961 110 130 150 
H Cindy 16-19 SEP 1963 Missing 30 70 
TAbby 5-8 .AUG 1964 25 25 55 
H Isbell 8-16 OCT 1964 30 80 110 
a Betsy 26 AUG - 12 SEP 1965 110 115 135 
H Beulah 5-22 SEP 1967 95 110 140 
11 Abby 1-13 JUN 1968 30 60 65 
T Candy 22-26 JUN 1968 Hissing 25 60 
H Camille 14-22 AUG 1969 100 130 165 
H Celia 30 Jut - 5 AUG 1970 60 85 110 
Ii Ella 8-13 SEP 1970 30 70 110 
T Felice 11-17 SEP 1970 30 30 60 
H Edith 5-18 SEP 1911 45 45 85 
H Carmen 29 AUG - 10 S£P 1974 70 \ 105 130 
H Caroline 24 AUG - 1 SEP 1975 35 65 100 
HEloise 13-24 SEP 1975 45 65 110 
H Anita 29 AUG - 2 SEP 1977 75 85 150 
H Babe 3~8 SEP 1977 25 40 65 
--------------------~---------------AVERAGE INTENSITY 56 67 100 
- - - - - -' - - .:... --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~/- - -
AVERAGE CHANGE OF MAXIMUM 11 33 SUSTAINED WIND SPEED 
, 
t 
i 
M~~~; ~l.;~STnfATED MAXIMUM SUSTAINED WIND (kts) 
STORM L .. : ;,,;~z LF -18 _LF ~ .... -
'r Debbie 7-8 SEP 1957 Missing 35 35 
'I' Esther 1.6-19 SEP 1957 Mir.,ing 4S 45 
U IU1a 30 AUG - 6 SEP 1958 ~O 60 55 
T A~1ene 28 MAY - 2 JUN 1959 30 45 50 
T Irene 6-8 OCT 1959 M1sI!:"'1~ 30 50 
T TSH14 22-26 JUN 1960 M:t{~~!(,,~.{l' 15 40 
T Florence 17-26 SEP 1960 2:' 25 25 
T TsH1 2-11 JUN 1964 ~'~ 25 30 
T TSH1 11-18 JUN 1965 25 35 45 
H Gladys 13-21 OCT 1968 65 65 70 
T Ganny 1-6 OCT 1969 25 25 25 
HAlma 17-27 MAY 1970 30 25 25 
H Agnes 14-22 JUN 1972 55 65 75 
----------_ ......... _------------------.,...---AVERAGE INTENSITY 38 38 44 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....... - -" !!""'J't _______ __ 
AVERAGE CHANGE OF MAXIMUM 
SUSTAINED WIND SPEF.D o 6 
----------------------------------
1 
H represents a maximum intensity of hurricane (> 65 kts). 
2T represents a maximum intensity of tropical storm (~ 35 kts) 
3 
Missing is used because the cyclone had not yet formed. 
4TSll1 of 1960 should have been stratified flS an intensifying sys-
tem based on post analysis. The error could not be CQrrected for the 
composite study but the system is treated as an intensifying cyclone 
in sections 3 and 5. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the rttlIllber of rawinsonde reports which were 
composited within ~ach grid box for the intensifying (top 
diagram) and non-intensifying (bottom diagram) data sets for 
time period Landfall (LF) -18 hours. 
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the LF -42 time period was similar to that shown for the time period 
LF -18. 
2. RAWINSONDE COMPOSITE COMPARISON: INTENSIFYING VS. NON-INTENSIFYING 
Although meteorological parameter compari.ony between the inten-
sifying and non-intensifying composite data sets were made for the inner 
o 0-4 radial belts, the most reliable comparisons are found at outer 
radii (5-110 ) where rawinsonde data is more abundant and reliable. It 
o is also this outer 5-11 radius region which best specifies the future 
1-2 day change i.n intensity. Also, because the intensifying data set has 
an average intensity which is nearly twice as large as the non-intendfying 
set, the differences in parameters at close radii may be biased by this 
intensity difference. It was observed that at outer radii the differ-
ences in cyclone intensity between the two systems is negligible. The 
outer region is also where we would expect any baroclinic interaction to 
be most noticeable. For these reasons then the main emphasis will be put 
on parameter differences found over outer radii (5-110 ). This section 
examines the climatological differences, effects of movement, thermodynamic 
differences and dynamic differences for the composited datR sets. 
2.1 Climatological Differences 
In the northwest Atlantic, August 5 through October 20 is climatologi-
call.y the most active period for tropical cyclone development with a 
minor secondary maximum occurring in Junel • Table 2 gives a breakdown 
of the occurrence by month of the cyclones which make up the composite 
study. If we let the 'active period' be the entire months of August, 
September and October we see "that 82% of the intensifying and 54% of 
the non-intensifying cyclones occur during this period. If we consider 
all cyclones from this study which occur during the active period for 
lUetermined from cumulative~summaries over the years 1886-1977 as 
found in Trbpical Cyclones of the North Atlantic Ocean, 1871-1977. 
14 
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TABLE 2 
Monthly occurrence of all Gulf of Me~ico storms during the years 1957-1977 
which make up the composite study as listed in Table 1. 
tlAy JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT TOTAL 
INTENSIFYING 0 3 I 5 I I 2 22 
NON-INTENSIFYING 2 4 0 0 4 3 13 
the years 1957-1977, we find that 72% of them are intensifying systems. 
Of all cyclones which occur during May, June or ~Tuly only 40% intentsify. 
Preliminary inspection of Table 2 may lead to the conclusion that 
the basic difference between the intensifying and non-intensifying sys-
tems results from tM.~.r date of occurrence. This is not the case how-
ever. Seasonal climatological differences do occur but they are not 
dominant. A discussion of those differences will be included in section 
4. Allowances for these seasonal differences will be made as the fore-
casting scheme is developed. 
2.2 Cyclone Movement 
The cyclone tracks for both data sets are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 
These figures indicate that, in general, cyclones with a west northwest 
(WNW) track are more likely to intensify while those ~ith a north or 
northeast (NNE) track are more likely to fill. The average direction of 
o 
movement from the composite study is towards 303 for the intensifying 
o data set and towards 330 for the non-intensifying set at the LF -42 
time period. 
o 
Averages for the L'F -18 time period are 315 for the 
intensifying set and 3420 for the non-intensifying set. The differences 
between the data sets is a consistent 270 for both time periods. 
16 
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However t because of erratic cyclone movements in both datM sets, any 
generalizations about inttnsity change and motion r@lationship~ may npt 
hold well for the individual case. 
The speed of movement between the two data sets was also analyzed 
and compared. In the mean there was little difference. But after a 
cyclone has made a turn toward the NNE there is a slight acceleration as 
the cyclone becomes caught up in the westerly wind zone. A correlation 
could not: be found between the rate of deepening or filling and the 
speed of movemeltt. 
2.3 Thermodynamic Parameters 
Tempera ture Differences. Figure 8 shows the 3-50 rad:f.al belt aver-
age of the vertical profile of the temperature difference obtdned by 
subtracting the non-intensifying temperature profile from the intensi-
fying profile at both the LF -42 and LF -18 time periods. For both 
time per1.ods the intensifying set is slightly warmer through the tropo-
sphere with the largest differences occurring in the lowest levels. At 
the tropopause level the intensifying set is colder by one to two 
degrees. These differences could be due to the different average inten-
sities between the data sets but investigation of the temperature fields 
at tlle lowest standard level (i.e., 850 mb) shows this is not so 
The 850 mb temperature fields for both intensity classes at the 
LF -42 and LF -18 time periods are shewn in Figs. 9 and 10. Diagram c 
of Figs. 9 and 10 represents the difference between the t\o10 data sets 
found by subtracting the non-intensifying data set from the intenSifying 
set. The largest differences occur over the north and northwest qua-
drants of the storm. . In this area the i~ten'sifying set averases two to 
three degrees warmer for both time periods. The analysis also shows a 
18 
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at both theLF -42 tmd LF -18 ti.me paoriods. 
temperature trough ovet the l\O,rtl1west sector for the non-inten~ifying 
set - a feature not found on the intcmsify:l.llg maps. 
Moistu~e Differences. 
o Figu~e 11 shows the 3-5 belt nverage of 
specific humidity for the LF -lU time period and Fig. 12 is the l:'e1ative 
humidity profile fo~ the same t:i.me and area. The specific and relative -
humidities are both sl:l.ghtly larger for the intensifying data set but 
the difference is 80 small that ;!,t ia hardly measurable. Similar 
comparisons fo~ the LF -42 time period also indicate little or no dif-
ference between the two systems. This finding was also observed by 
Nunez (1981). 
Height Differences. Because of the warme~ troposphere found in 
the intensifying data set, the hydtostatia pressurli relationships dlc.-
tate that the pressut:e-hlitght Fields at upper levels should be higher. 
in the intensifying set. "he 200 mb ~ei8ht analysis is shown in Figs, 
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na.-u4 lItt At ~he J.F ... 42 time pedod (F1a. 13) the anticyclone center 
is e8tnblished in both iilets but the height. gradient to the north 11 
much stronger in the non-intensifying let. Diagram c of Fig. 13 (ob-
tained by subtracting the non-intenaifying compo.ite from the intenai-
fying composite) ahowl a large difference over the we.t, northwft.t, and 
northern octants. At the LF -18 time l,eriod (Fig. 14) , there is: ver~· 
little change in the intensifying set. The anticyclone center round I.'n 
the previous non-intensifying fi,gure has dinltnbhed and the presence of 
a trough impingement to the northwest is more evident. Again the dif-
ferencing diagram (Fig. 14c) shows large height differences over the 
west through northern octant •• 
Negligible differences were found in all other thermodynamic para-
meters. 
2.4 Dynamic Differences 
Total Wind. The total winds are depicted in the plan views shown 
in Figs. 15-18 for the 900 and 200 fnb levels and for both time periods. 
Differences in the total winds at the 900 mb level are small for both 
time periods. But at 200 mb; "me can see that the ,,,esterlies are much 
stronger and extend further south in the non-intensifying set. There 
o 
also is an apparent wind maximum between 3-11 on the north side. The 
anticyclone is not well developed in the non-intensifying set and is 
displaced about 40 to the southeast at the LF -42 time period. By the 
LF -18 time period the anticyclone becomes even more disorganized and 
a quick streamline analysis would put the center at about 60 to the 
southeast. As was previously found ,with the 200 mb height field, the 
largest differences occur over the west through north octants. 
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Fi~~. 1.1. LF -4:! lllUlt" :!OO mb l~eight patterns for the intensifying com-
1'~1~it .. > (d.i.;l~'rmll a). the non-intensifying composite (diagram b) 
and tht.' .11 fft.·nmce bett,'een the t\,'O (diagram c) obtained by sub-
tra~ting th~ non-intensifying composite from the intensifying 
~omposit0. 'fnits in diagram c are meters. 
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(n) (b) 
l~iR. lS. )llan v1uwa of the 200 mb total winda for the in tGns1fying datll 
set (diagram a) and the non-intensify1.og data set (dhgram b) 
for thl;' I.F .... 42 time period. Nind barb$ are in knots where 
a full barb • 10 kts or Sma-I. 
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Plan views of the 200 mb total winds for the intensifying dat,a 
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full barb • 10 kts or 5 m s • 
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P:i.g. 18. Same as Fig. 17 but for the 900 mb level. 
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Z~onnl.~~Jlcla. 'I'he ~onal wind at 200 mb was n,xt investigated and 
the results NUl be SQQn in 1~i8a. 19 and 20. Again the lI1ajor differences 
occur to thl!: WQst and north but the ~onal wind also shows sonlQ lIIaj or 
,,) 
winds O'igs. 15b lind 17b) lll'pcm;s to b(\ more (.'onfilH'~l to thl' 5-11 lH.\l t 
1 I itl 'rtf id "1 \ ~I)O"lJ -1 .1 on tHl! l\Ort) S 1,'1 •. 1 S W II mQX ... \lllIlII.Ultl a stren~t  Ih _ "" ... j nI S .\Tl"" 
is u persistent fenture bet:ween the t\~O time. periods. 
Vertical Wind Shear. Another feature which has been found by other 
investigCltol'S (Gray, 1968, 1975; ~lcBr:Ldmt 1979) and wh1('h is also llppar-
ent in this data set is the presence of weak vertical Wind shear near 
the center of the intensifying system. Figures 21 and 22 show the plan 
vieW~i gf the mean shear of the zonal wind, U200 lOb - U900 mb for the t\\'o 
time periods. At both tilll('l periods the intensifying set: maintail1s the 
~ero shear 1i\'\e over. the top of tl\t storm whil.e the non-intensHying set 
hm'! l'>-::W m a-I ~hli'ar abovl.~ storm center. NcBricll.' (ll)7q) indicat0d thE' 
Hl:'ac.J ror strong uppel.· cl'oposphel:ic: westerly shear to the pole\~ard side 
llnd strong easterly shear to the equatorward side for cyclone development. 
'l'his phenomenon is present in the intensifying data set at both the LF 
-42 and l~b" -18 time periods. The non-illtensifying data set also has a 
large westerly shear to the north but closer analysis reveals that the 
middle level baroclinicity (i.e. 850-400 mb) contributes largely t.o the 
shear. In contrast, the majority of the s11ear found in the intensifying 
set COllies from the upper. troposphere (i.e. 350-200 mb). Also, the non-
intensifying data set does not exhibit easterly shear to the south until 
reaching l~ll:ge radii. 
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(b) 
'F:l~. 19. 200 mb zonal ,dnd field for the LF -42 time period for the 
il\t~l\sif.\·it\~ data set (dia~ram a) t the non-intensifyin cr data ' ~~t tJiaRr3~ bl aud th~ d1~f.r.nce between th~ t~o (d1:gram c) I,' t'~'lUh.i by sllhtnlctin~ th~ il\Nnsiiyin~ data set from the non- f 
'int~'n$:t(ytll~ "tat" s~t. In .Hagram c. positive mmibers indicate 
th,lt th~' zL,ual wind_is stt""1\~t'r in the non-intensifying data 
set. Unit' ar~ m s . 
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*I.'ha radial wind, tangential wind, divers.nce and vertical motion 
parfllnetGrS ware cloSGly axumined for both data sets. The difflllrences 
noted were that the intensifying systems maintained an inflow thrO\lgh 
a deeper layer resulting in more convergence snd stronger vertical 
motion than obse.tved in the non-intensifying systems. necsuse ot the 
difficulty in calculating tile parameters on an individual case basis, 
these parameters will not be considered for further investigation. 
The composit.e l'esults show that large differences occur in spe<.'i.fic 
meteorological parameters bet\~een int(,lludfying and non-intGneifying 
tropical cyclone systems. It appears that these d:lfferencl.'ls are a result 
of large scale bElt·oclinic interaction since most of tl\lll dHfauncf\!:l \,t(>l"e 
found on the poleward side of tllestOl:nh The maj or resul tS of the' ~om'" 
pOsita study are: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
Tha large scale environment of the intensifyitlE,\ c~!('lone is 
wal:mer through the depth of the tl:oposphel'Q '''ith the l~\l,'g(!lst 
differences found below 700 mb. The horizontal plan vie~"s at 
850 mb :ll,dicnte that most of the tempel'ature dHfel.'ence occurs 
l'V\.'t· lhl~ west through north octallts. 
M01stur~ analysis is not a good indi~atol: of intensifi~8tion. 
The lal'gest height differences occur at: the uppa:r levels over 
the west th1.'ough north octants. ThQ horizontal hdght gradients· 
are abo strongest to the north and north, ... est. 
The wl'llsterlles extend Further south and are much stronger in 
the non-~ntensifying set. A small wind maximum oCQurs bet\o1een 
5 and 11· on the poleward side of the non-intensifying system. 
The dittGt'Qnces in thG zonal wind are largest over the south-
WGst to north octants. Tbis yields Q\tidence ot a baroclinic 
trough impinging upon the tlon-intellsifying system f"rom the 
west. 
An area of zero vertical zonal wind shear U200 mb - U900 mb 
exists over the center of the intenI.'\Uy:l.ns set while 15-20 
U\ s-l sheal' is found just to the west: and east of the non-
il' tUl1sifying G torm cen ter. 
3. URVRLOPMENT OF THE INTENSITY CllANGEFORECASTlNG SCH~IE 
'l'he reaults of the composite study indicated important parametllr 
differences on the northwest side of the cyclone sYlten,4. ThGrefore, 
this study chose to concentrate on the reBion between 5 and 110 over 
I.)ctStlts 8, 1 ami 2. For cyclones nloving through the GuU ~\r ~hndc~'\t 
wer~ al).,lted to individual cases of the composite dats Shilts. Thb 'lias 
done to aee haw well the composite information could be used on an in-
dividual c.ase oasis. Additionally t it gives us a quantitative measure 
for how applicable a forecasting schemel might be. 
}o'or simplicity only the standard weather charts annly~ed at the 
850. 500; and 200 mb levels were utilized.. Th~s!t' ¢harts ar!! reudi1~' 
th~ rapid ~omputntions necessary 1n $n operational ~nvironmpnt. Also, 
by selecting these levels we can supplement th~ 850 and 200 nih clun:CEI 
with satellite derived winds in the data spa~se regions. 
3.1 Selection or Paramet~rs 
Tempe~ature. The composite results indicated that the 850 IIlb tem,., 
perature field WaS noticeably di£fe~ent ave.". the northwest octant of 
the intensifying vs. non-interlsHying sto~m system. The 850 mb tempera-
ture was selected as one of the parameters and an average value was 
o 
computed over the octants 8, 1 and 2 witl'lin the 5-11 ~adial belt 
through linear averaging by 2° radial belts. Applying this procedure 
to the two data ~ets at both time periods yielded an aV(~l·l\gt:.i\ 850 mb 
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Fig. 23. EXflinple of the distribution of raw:nsonde stat:lons (or the 
Gut f of l-1exico region. Noti':!E> the lack of data from t:h~ 
8Quthea$t to west Gulf regions. 
temperature of l7.50C for the intensifying data set vs. 15.50 C for the 
non~intens1fying data set or a differen~e of 2DC. 
!leight. The 200 mb height differences between the intensifying 
a and non-intensifying data sets computed over the 5-11 radial belt over 
actants 8, 1 and 2 was about 60 m for bo,th the LF -42 and LF -18 time 
periods. Heights were 12410 m for the intensifying set and 12350 m for 
the non-intendfying set. The 5-110 radius horizontal height gradients 
were analyzed but the differences between the data sets was only about 
12 m per 6° radius. 
ZOIlIlJ Wind. Ltlrj~(' dHr{lr('IIC'ctl were not('r/ (·ltr'l i(>r In Lhn 7.tJllII) ,~ ...... '" "" -" . "'- ..... 
wind ffeldR. Vertical profl1vs of the zonal wind wore first made for 
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24). Very large differences occur, particularly in the strength of. ~hq 
westerlies in the upper levels and in the vertical shear. But ror 
storms in the Gulf of He:dco we encountered the problem of data defi-
cienciei!4 over octant 3. Therefore, a similar profile was made for the 
o 5-7 radial belt over octants 8, land 2. Re~lUlts are sho,"n in Fig. 25. 
Although the wind differences are not as large, they are still very f.Jt:ti-
king, especially at 200 mb wbere the differences are more than 10 m a-I 
between systems. 
Finally, to be consistent with the methods for computing tile tem-
perature and height values and also to smooth out possible eddies in 
the 60 radial belt, a vertical profile of the zonal wind was made for 
the 5-110 belt over octants 8, I and 2 as snown in Fig. 26. The same. 
differences in the zonal wind still occur although they are not as 
large. By expanding the areal coverage of the measurement we can min-
imize the dEcanoise and get a more stable representation of the para-
meter differences. Therefore, we will average all parameters over the 
o 5-11 radial belt. This improves the data quality without greatly 
reducing the differences between the two systems. 
Vertical Wind Shear. The vertical wind shears computed over the 
o 5-11 radial belt over octants 8, I and 2 between 850-500 mb and 850-200 
mb are also very different (Fig. 26). The 850-500 mb vertical wind shear 
is only about 3 m s-l for the intensifying SEt VB. 6 m s-l for the non-
intensifying set. The 850-200 mb vertical shear is about 12 m s-1 for 
-1 the intensifying set vs. 21-25 m s for the non-intensifying data set. 
The differences are even larger if we compute the vertical shears from 
Figs. 24 and 25. 
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Summary. }I'urther analysis of the composite datu sets 1.>11 t.he nOl'th- ~ 
ern side continues to produce large differences between the two data 
sets. But the unanswered question is how much variability exists in 
the parameters of the individual cyclone cafJel!l which make up the compo-
site study. Furthermore, how well can we use these results to produce 
skillful forecasts? To answer these questions, t.he parameters discussed 
in this section will be measured for each individual cyclone system and 
compared against the mean to see if we Can, in fact. produce a t'eliable 
forecasting scheme. 
3.2 Application of Parameters to Individual Cases 
Special computet programming technique.s developed by Edwin Buzzell. 
of the CSU tropical storm group were employed to retrieve the data for 
each of the indiVidual stonns which made up the composites. Objective 
procedures were used to calculate all parameters. In data-~par~e regions 
37 
smoothing procedures were used to determine the parameter vtllu~s. A 
complete listing of the computations can be found in Tables 7-10 of 
Appendh: A. A summary of those tabular values can be seen in Figs. 27 
and 28. 
Temperature. The average 5-110 radius 850 mb temperature for all 
cyclones ranged from 13.50 C to 210 C. The value of IS.SoC was chosen DS 
a threshold value upon which t') base intensification. Only 9% of thi' 
intensifying systems (2 of 23 cyclones averaged over the LF -42 ~lnd LF 
-18 time periods) had an 850 mb temperature colder than 15.50 C. Of the 
non-intend·eying systems, 50% (6 of 12 storms) have 850 ntb temperatures 
(j 
warmer than 15.5 C but h~d other parameters which did not favor inten-
sification. Of all cyclones averaged over the two time periods, 77% 
could have been identified as intenSifying or non-intensifying simply 
o from their respective 5-11 radius 850 mb temperature fields being 
a Warmer or colder than 15.5 C. 
Hei~~~. The 200 m~ height fi~ld averaged over the 5-110 radial 
belt over octants 8. 1 and 2 also displays a good delineation bett.,een 
systems. The value of 12380 m provided a base value upon which 74% and 
80% of the storms at the LF -42 and LF ·-18 time periods could ha1ie been 
characterized as intensifying or not. Most of the remaining 26-110% 
Ij 
was made up of intensifying systems with height values < 12380 m:\ In 
no case did a storm intensify with a height field < 1232() m and :~()n-' 
versely only one storm did not intensify when the hdght field \lIas 
> 12420 m. Furt:het'mot'e, at the LF -18 time pedod as the cyclqne 
// 
apPl:'oached landfall and further baroclinic interaction, only (ine cyclone 
did not intensify wihh a height field > 12380 m. 
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Zonal Wind.. The individual case measurements of the impinging 
zonal westodr1ies upon the stor& ststem also verifies the results of the 
composites. 'rhe negative of the zonal wind (- ii200) is plotted in Figs. 
27 and 28 and the established threshold is -10 III S -1 The results are 
best at the LF -18 time period where 80% of the cyclones are properly 
classified as intensifyir.g or not. The majority of intensifying 
cyclones which were incorrectly classified had zonal winds stronger than 
the threshold value. These storms were primarily large and strong systems 
with a well established anticyclone. The effects of the strong anti-
cyclone at 200 mb was to add to the strength of the \~este~ties in the 
60 belt on the northern octants. 
Vertical Wind Shear. Similar results were also found in the 
vertical zonal wind shear calculations. A threshold value of -16 m 5=1 
for the 850 mb minus 200 mb zonal wind was established from the scatter 
of the data as depicted in Figs. 27 and 28. Here again the intensifying 
cyclones with large vertical wind shear were primarily large cyclones 
with a strong upper level anticyclone. However, most of these cyclones 
had a compensating weak vertical wind shear from 850 to 500 mba 
To summarize Figs. 27 and 28 we find that a large variability exists 
in each of the parameters but a distinct division is evident bet,~een the 
two data sets. An attempt to maximize the positive benefits of each 
parameter was made by adjusting the scale of each parA.meter based (;n'l 
its importance as determined from statistical methods shown in section 5. 
3.3 Designation of the Forecasting Parameter 
An intensification parameter (IP) can be determi,lled from a normal-
ized sum of each parameter as determined f~om the scale on the bottom 
of Figs. 27 and 28 or 
J 
i 
This IP parameter was designed to imply the nature of a storm's poten-
tial intensification but not necessarily the degree of that intensifica-
tion. For example, if IP < 0 we would expect this storm to be a 
non-intensifying system; if IP > 0 the storm should intensify prior to 
landfall. There is a climatological variability in IP through the 
storm season and an adjustment for this variability is made to compen-
sate for the imbalance. Discussion of the climatic variability is given 
in section 4.2 and details of the correction are discussed in Appendix 
B. 
IP applied at the LF -42 time period correctly forecasts the inten-
sity change for 71% of the 35 storms. At the LF -18 time period the 
skill improves to 77%. IP was plotted against the next 24 hour wind 
speed change for each storm and the results can be seen in Figs. 29 and 
30. The statistical implications of these figures will be treated in 
section 5 but the two data sets appear significantly different. The 
exceptions of particular note in the figures are the open circles 
located to the left of the zero line. These data points represent the 
following storms: Cindy 1963, Isbell 1964, Abby 1968, Edith 1971, 
Carmen 1974, and Eloise 1975. A careful analysis of the weather charts 
for these storms revealed that they all moved into and intensified in a 
baroclinic regiort. This is precisely the kind of interaction which 
typically prevented the non-intensifying systems from intensifying. 
Perhaps these storms had different inner core characteristics and the 
baroclinic interaction in some way did nO,t weaken the cyclone as is 
normally the case. It's possible that a measurement of the imposing 
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baroclinic field alone is nQt enough and that there is a c.ombination of 
several forces which governs intensity change. Cat'eful budget studies 
(particularly angular momentum) may yield a better answer to each storm's 
intensification trends. 
There has been confusion in regard to the interpretation of the 
influence of upper level troughs and bnroclinicity on the poleward side 
of tropical cyclones. One must clearly distinguish between the typical 
deep layer baroclinic trough associated with middle latitude storms and 
the distinctly tropical upper tropospheric troughs (the so-called TUTT) 
often associated with tropical cyclone development within the trade winds. 
The TUrr is a sununer phenomenon of the sub-tropical oceans and is gen-
erally favorable to the development and/or enhancement of tropical storm 
systetns when the trough is located to tile rtorthwest of the inCipient 
system. By contrast, a deep layer baroclinic trough is not favorable 
for cyclone development or enhancemertt. It is very important to make 
this distinction. This paper presents evidence on the weakening in-
fluence to cyclone strength of a deep layer parocHnie region to the 
cyclone's poleward side. Note in Fig. 11 that the 950-400 mb layer 
vertical wind shear fields between the intensifying and non-intensifying 
systems are very different. It is this lower and middle level baro-
clinicity which is the primary factor in determining cyclone weakening 
not upper tropospheric barocl1nicity. It is very important that this 
distinction be appreciated. 
3.4 Rate of Change of IP 
Another important feature of the intenSity change parameter is 
its rate of change. Preliminary results of case studies show that when 
tbe intensity parameter registefs a large increase with time, the storm 
44 
typically responds with a strong intensification within 6 to 12 houl's. 
Converse,ly, a sharp decrease in IP is usually followed bya steady state 
or filling storm. Therefore, the initial value of IP should not be 
the sole determinator in forecasting storm intensity but the trend of 
the IP parameter should also be taken into consideration. 
.. 
" I 
t 
4. APPLICATION OF IP TO INDEPENDENT DATA 
It. would be unfair to make general conclusions about the reliability 
of the intensification parameter (IP) baaed on only 35 cases. Therefore, 
the author sought independent data on which to further teat the parameter. 
Seven cyclones from the storm seaSOI),a of 1978 and 1979 were examined. 
Secondly, all tropical depressions for the period 1967-1979 (23 cases) 
were studied. Then, the climatological and diurnal variabilities on 
the parameters were examined to determine the adjustments to be made to 
IP to allow for these variabilities. Finally, the scheme was applied to 
23 independent intensity change composite data sets of the west Atlantic 
and west Pacific available at CSU. A listing of all additionli1 cyclones 
and the analysis of the five componente which go into the IP parameter 
are given in Tables 11-14 of Appendix A. 
4.1 Results of Independent Storm Analysis 
Publication of west Atlantic tropical depression positions was 
begun in 1967 but it wasn't until 1974 that they were assigned depression 
numbers. Intensity changes for depressions are not included in the sum-
maries until they reach a minimum tropical storm strength. Hence, the 
author had to make a general assumption that all depressions were non-
intensifying systems. This is not necessarily a good assumption since 
depressions have been known to form in weak wave-trough systems, intensify 
-1 to 15 m s within 24 hours and then make landfall a short time later --
all criteria Which would classify the system as intensifying. But for 
the purposes of this study all depress1~ns will be treated equally with 
the exception of Depression #9 of 1975. This depression, as noted by 
45 
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N. Frank (1976), was one which formed quickly and caus~d nlillions of 
dollars of damage in flooding as it moved inland. Although &1~llct wind 
speed change was not available for this depression, indications were 
that it was an intensifying system. 
The parameters were analyzed for all independent cyclones using the 
individual weather charts following the computational procedures for 
intensity change as discussed in Appendix B. The results of this 
analysis are presented in Figs. 31 and 32. Since data on the next 24 
hour wind speed change was unknown for the depressions, it wosassumed 
that these wind speed changes were zero. Even with the aS8ump,tion that 
all depressions are non-intensifying systems we could have forecast the 
correct intensification trend for 15 of 20 cyclones (75%) at tbe LF -42 
time period an.d 24 of 31 cyclones (77%) at the LF -l~ time period. 
These results are comparable to those obtained from the original data 
sets. The big difference in examining the independent cyclone data is 
that the false alarm rate has increased (more cyclones forecast to in-
tensify than actually did) '.but the rate of missing an intensity increase 
has been lowered. 
Tables 7-14 of Appendix A list the data for each cyclone case. To 
give a better understanding of the variability of the IP parameter for 
each data set as listed in the tables, Fig. 33 was constructed to show 
how the data is distributed about the median value. !he solid line 
'. 
represents the range over which approximately 50% of all cases fall. 
The dashed line gives the range in which about 70% of all cases fall. 
Because of the small sample size (5 cases) of tbe independent inten-
sifying data set at the LF -42 time period, the solid line for this data 
set represents a 60% ,range. This figure shows no overlap between 
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Fig. 33. Variability of the IP parameter for individual cyclone cases 
as distributed about the median value of each data set. The 
sol:1d l:1ne represents the range over which approximately 50% 
of all cases fall. The dashed line gives the range in which 
about 70% of all cases £all. An exception is data set 5 which 
represents a 60% range because of the small sample si2';e. The 
number beside the open/closed circles represents the data 
sets described above. 
intensifying and non-intensifying cases at the 50% level. However, at 
the 70% level some ove~lap occurs in nearly all data sets. .This is the 
indeterminant region in l'lhich the forecast -errors are ta be expected. 
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4.2 Climatological and Diurnal Variation of the Parameters 
the monthly diatribution of inten.ifying v •• non-intemrlfying ca.lell 
(Table 2 - page 15) gives indication. that the differences found in the 
compolite Itudy may be due to climatological differences found by com-
paring early and late atorme to those which occur during the peak of the 
storm .eason. ttowev~r, after the addition of the independ~nt cyclone 
data almo.t no .uch .ea80nal variability exi.ts. Table 3 shoWS nearly 
an equal distribution of cyclones by month for both the intensifying 
and non-intensifying cyclone systems, 
Seasonal climatological variations do occur il\ all parameters. 
Therefore, the IP parameter must a180 have a sealona1 variatiQn which 
must be compensated for in theforecaat Icheme. A ten ye,ar (1958-1967) 
monthly mean over 18 rawin80nde statiO:i~~ located in the Gulf coastal 
area was computed for H200 and Taso' The seasonal variation of these 
parameters is f1hown in Figs. 34 and 3S. The dashed line in the .figure 
is the threshold value established for the forecast acheme. Monthly 
mean values of the wind parameters (U8S0• USOO and U200) were evaluated 
by averaging S Gulf coastal rawinsonde stations over a 5 year period 
(1960-1964). From these climatological me~.8urements a monthly mean 
value of the IP parameter was calculated. The variations of the IP 
parameter are shown by the heavy solid line in Fig. 36. All cyclone 
cases from this study were subdivided into lS day (half-month) periods 
and average IP values were computed for all cases as shown in Fig. 3S, 
The seasonal variatio~s of all individual cases closely parallels 
the climatological curve. A compensation curve to allow for these 
seasonal variations in the IP paramet~r is shown in Fig. 37. Basically, 
the calculated value of the IP is increased during the early and late 
I 
L ________ -------------------·~,-· -.---'---~--' 
so 
TABLE 3 
Monthly occurrence of all cyclone, which make up the study. The table 
includ." both the individual cyclone, frail the composite study and the 
cyclones from the indQpen~ent sample. 
Ma\Y JUN JUl AUG SEP OCT 'IOTA'-
INTENSIFYING 0 4 4 6 14 2 30 
,\JON-INTENSIFYING 2 5 5 6 12 ,)~ 36 ,tlt' 
-, '. 
portion of th~ storm season and decreased dur:l.ng the peak of the season. 
Exact details of the corrections are given in Appendix B. 
Diurnal variations :l.n T850 were noted when making the comp~tat:l.ons 
for the independent cyclon@ systems. The variations were particularly 
significant for cyclones centered in the western Gulf of Mexico where 
the 5_11
0 
belt of octant 2 is located over central and west Texas. This 
part of Texas is slightly elevated and experiences strong surface heat-
ing. The surface heating is reflected at 850 mb where tamperatures as 
high as 27
0
C wer.e observed at OOZ in contrast to an average temperature 
of 17
0
C at l2Z. For storms in this area, only the 12Z temperature 
should be used. Large diurnal variations in temperature were not ob-
served in other areas. 
Diurnal var~,ations in H200 were no,t observed. 
4.3 Comparative CompOsite Analysis 
Accepting the hypothesis that poleward baroclinic interaction 
causes storm weakening, it is to be expected that trends similnr to 
those shown for the Gulf of Mexico should also occur in other ocean 
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Fig. 34. Tt,~) j"EIlU' (1958-1967) monthly mean of the 200 mb height 
aVe~a8e.d over 18 rawinsonde stations through the Gulf coastal 
area" The dashed line is the threshold value established for 
this study. 
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basins. The author examined the comparative composite cyclone intensity 
change studies made by previous investigators at CSU -- Frank (1977), 
Zehr (1976) and Nunez (1981). Only those studies which contained a 
number of storms poleward of 150 latitude were considered. Climatologi-
o 
cally, baroclinic troughs rarely penetrate equatorward of 15 lat~tude 
during the storm season. See Appendix C for a detailed description of 
each composite data set. 
Analysis of these ccmparative composite studies (Table 4) yields 
results similar to those found in the Gulf of Mexico. In all filling 
composite data sets the intensity change parameter is significantly 
smaller than f(~r the corresponding deepening set. This difference can 
easily be attributed to baroclinic intera.ction by examining the indivi-
dual parameters of this table. For example, for the non-intensifying cases 
the westerlies are much stronger and are. closer to the storm center; 
the vertical wind shears are much stronger; the low level temperature 
fields are colder; and the upper level height: fields are lower. 
Minor modifications had to be made to the procedures for computing 
IP in the Pacific basin. Climatologically, the 850 mb temperature field 
is warmer and the 200 mb height field is higher in the Pacific than the 
Atlantic. Therefore, new threshold values had to be established for 
these parameters. IP was computed for all data sets and the: results 
can be seen in Fig. 38. It is most important to compare the distance 
separating each of the data sets rather than the relative placement on 
the graph. Further study in the Pacific basin needs to be done on in-
dividual cases to better refine the threshold values but the preliminary 
results of Fig. 38 show pro~ise for implementation of a quantitative sys-
tem for that ocean basin also. However, the climatological and diunral 
effects must be examined more carefully for the Pacific basin. 
; • . 1 JII!UI .. ql'.4~"_nk"" .",.,., 
TABLE 4 
Summary of the parameters ana1yzed~or the comparative composite studies done at esu. 
All wind parameters are in meters, T850 is °c and H200 is +12000 m. 
- - 60BELT AIP 
COMPOSITE TITLE U200 U500 
U8SO U8S0-USOO U850-U200 
7850 B200 IF 
U200 
Dropco inten LF -42 6.7 -1.5 -4.1 
-2.6 -10.8 3. i} 17.4 411 68 
Dropco non-inten LF -42 17.9 1.1 -5.4 
-6.5 -23.3 15.0 15.5 355 -55 
123 
Dropco inten LF -IS 9.4 -0.2 -3.0 
-L8 -12.4 5.0 17.7 408 60 
Dropco non-in ten LF -18 16.4 2.5 -2.9 
-5.4 -19.3 14.9 15.9 343 -37 97 
WI deep (all latitudes) 12.2 0.6 -4.4 -5.0 
-16.6 10.5 16.1 374 -3 
lH fill (all latitudes) 19.1 3.7 -3.7 -7.4 
-22.9 14.8 14.2 331 -74 71 
WI deep « 300 latitude) 10.8 -0.9 -5.4 -4.5 
-16.2 9.3 16.4 391 15 \11 
'H fill « 300 latitude) 15.5 1.2 -5.1 -6.3 
20.6 14.2 15.9 381 -24 39 
.I::"-
Zehrdeve10p trade clusters 2.9 -4.0 -6.9 -2.9 
-9.8 1.2 17.9 468 63 
Zehr stage 0 non-develop 1.7 -3.4 -6.2 
-2.8 -7.9 0.5 16.9 418 8 
55 
Holliday rapidly deep -24 2.1 -2.7 -5.2 -2.5 
-7.3 3.6 18.5 448 50 
Holliday rapidly deep 0 4.5 -1.2 -3.8 
-2.6 -8.3 0.7 18.3 472 75 
Holliday rapidly deep +24 6.7 -2.6 -5.4 
-2.8 -12.1 5.4 18.4 470 69 
Bi11_Franky_~ta Sets_ 
Type A deep (> 200 1at) 5.0 0.4 -4.1 -4.5 -9.1 
2.6 18.0 473 61 
- 0 16.1 4.5 -4.8 -9.3 -20.9 11.9 
16.0 433 -63 124 
Type b. fill (.?: 20 1at) 
Type A early deep (>200 1at) -3.2 -1.1 -1.3 -0.2 1.9 
-2.7 18.8 496 145 
0- 8.0 1.9 -3.3 -5,.2 -IL1 5.7 
17.9 464 38 
Type B fill (> 20 1at) 
107 
" .. : •.• ~. Il'" ; >',l; 
TABLE 4 (cont'd) 
COMPOSITE TITLE U200 U5!)0 U850 U8S0-USOO U8S0-U200 60 BELT T8S0 H200 IP AIP U200 Bi11_Frank_data ~ets_(cont~dl 
° 4.8 
-1.3 
-5.8 
-4.5 
-10.6 3.0 17.9 475 58 
Type A deep « 30 lat) 
- 0 
14.8 3.7 
-5.3 
-9.0 
-20.1 11.4 15.8 436 
-57 115 
Type A fill « 30 1at) 
° -1.5 -3.8 
-5.5 
-1.2 
-4.0 
-0.9 18.5 477 101 
Type A early deep « 30 1at) 
0-
7.8 1.7 
-3.6 
-5.3 
-11.4 5.0 17.8 461 36 65 
Type B fill (< 30 1at) 
Type I deep 5.5 
-1.4 
-6.2 
-4.8 
-11.7 4.6 18.1 448 26 
Type I fill 15.6 4.9 
-4.5 . 
-9.4 
-20.1 13.5 15.3 419 
-85 III 
1 
Type II deep 3.4 
-0.2 
-3.4 
-3.2 
-6.8 2.8 m m m Type II fill 17.1 6.3 
-1.8 
-8.1 
-18.9 14.7 m m m UI 
UI Type III deep 6.8 1.5 1.1 
-0.4 
-5.7 
-1.8 m 111. 111. Type III fill 20.7 8.5 
-0.1 
-8.6 
-29.3 18.7 m .. m 
------------------------------------------------------
~ese values are missiug because thermodyaamic runs were not made for these two coaposite studies. 
However, the wind parameters show a great disparity between the deepening and filling data sets. 
,-" ..... ,""'_'\ot\o: ... ~, , ...... ______ _ 
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IP 
1. Dropco Intensifying LF -42 
2. Dropco Intensifying LF -18 
3. West lndies Deepening (all 
latitudes) 
VB Dropco Non-intensifying LF -42 
vs Dropco Non-intensifying LF -18 
vs West Indies Filling (all lati-
tudes) 
4. West Indies Deepening «300 vs 
latitUde) 
o West Indies Filling «30 lati-
tude) 
5. Zehr Developing Trade Clus- vs Zehr Stage 0 Non-developing 
6. Frank Type A Deepening 
(~Oo latitude) 
7. Frank Tyge A Early Deepen-
ing (~20 latitude) 
8. Frank Type A Deepening (~300 latitude) 
9. Frank Tyge A Early Deepen-
ing (~30 latitude) 
vs Frank Type A Filling (~20o lati-
tude) 
vs Frank Type B Filling (~20o lati-
tude) 
vs Frank Type A Filling (~30o lati-
tude) 
vs Frank Type B Filling (900 lati-
tude) 
~ 
i 10. Frank Type I Deepening vs Frank Type I Filling 
11. Holliday Rapidly Deepening -24 
12. 
13. 
Holliday Rapidly Deepening 0 
Holliday Rapidly Deepening +24 
Fig. 38. Graph of IP for comparative intensity change rawinsonde com-
posite data sets. Numbers denote each composite data set 
comparison. The line between the data points shows the d:i.£-
ference between the intensifying and non-intensifying data 
sets. See Appendix C for a detailed description of all data 
sets. 
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This forecasting schcnte was also applied to a set of rapidly deep-
ening typhoons (deepening rate > 42 lob d-l ) from the northwest Pacific 
which was studied by Holliday and Thompson (1979). IP was determined 
from rawinsonde composites prepared for these storms for three time 
periods (RD-24, RD-O, RD+24) as described in Appendix C. Computa.tions 
of IF made for these Holliday and Thompson cases indicated that in ten-
sification should occur. CloEe. analysis of the parameters which deter-
mine IP (Table 4) revealed that a large part of the increase in IP 
between time periods for this data set was due to changes in the 200 mb 
heigllt field. It appeared that the storms were moving into an area of 
higher 200 mb heights (> 12470 m) as the rapid deepenint was occurring. 
Indications are that it may be just as important to watch for changes 
in the individual parameters as well as the total. change in IP. 
Discussion. This section has provided mo:ce verificat;ton that 
baroclinic interaction does in fact modify a storm's in,tensity and more 
importantly that the interaction can be lUeasured in a quantitative Sense. 
The skill of making forecasts using this quantitative scheme has been 
shown to be :> 70% correct. The author is hopeful that through further 
refinements this forecast skill can be increased somewhat. 
5. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The data as presented in this study app.ar to bEl highly significant. 
To determine the level of significance of thBse results. all data were 
examined collectively for the time periodsLF -42 and LF -18. The sta-
tistica1 methods used for these non-parametric data sets were cOlltingency 
tables, prefiguran~e - post agreement, skill scores and thtt.! recently 
developed technique termed !ulti-!esponse Permutation !rocedures (~mPP). 
A complete description of tbe MRPP technique can be found in Nielke 
et~. (1976, 1981) and Mielke (1979). 
5.1 Contingency Tables 
Contingency tables represent a means of testing the discrepancy 
between observed results and those expected under the proposed forecast-
ing parameter. Two by two contingency tables were used to plot future 
forecast intensification (I) and non-intensification (NI) against that 
actually observed (Fig. 39). For this statistical test any cyclone 
which experienced a wind speed change ~ 10 kts over the next 24 hour 
period was considered an intensifying ~ystem. Figure 40 shows the no-
skill table tbat would have resulted if the forecaster really had no 
skill and his correct forecasts were. due to random probability. This 
no-skill table is formed from Fig. 39 by multiplying row totals by 
column totals and then dividing by the grand total. Using these two 
tables we can then compute the chi-square statistic by 
F I 
o 
LF -42 
OBSERVED 
NI TOTAL 
R I 20 
" 
31 
E 
~ NI 5 19 24 
S 
T TOTAL 25 30 55 
S9 
F I 
o 
R I 25 
E 
~ NI 6 
S 
T lOTAL 31 
LF -18 
OBSERVED 
NI TOTAL 
9 34 
26 32 
35 66 
1·'ig. 39. Contingency tables made from all storm cases for the LF - 42 
time period (left diagram) and the LF -18 time period (right 
diagram). 
LF -42 
OBSERVED 
LF -18 
OBSERVED 
F I NI TOTAL, F I NI TOTAL o o 
R I 
E R I E 14 
17 31 16 18 34 
i NI 
S 
T TOTAL 
~ NI 
S 
T TOTAL 
\' 
1 I 13 24 
25 30 55 
15 17 32 
31 35 66 
Fig. 40. No-skill table made from the contingency tables in Fig. 39 
by multiplying the row total by the column total and dividing 
by the grand total. Left diagram is for LF -42 time period 
and right diagram is for the LF -18 time period. 
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where 0i is the observed counts (Fig. 39) and Hi is tha no-skill counts 
(Fig. 40). We find that for the time period LF -42, x2 .. 12.4 and at 
2 tF -18. X • 19.7. Using chi-square tables with one degree of freedom, 
we find that for both time periods the probability value for chi-square 
is less than 0.001 that a no-skill forecast would have led to thb given 
verification tables (Fig. 39). 
The usefulness of the predictor can also be determined by forming 
contingency ratios (Fig. 41). These are simply the ratios of the 
numbers in the contingency tables (Fig. 39) to the numbers in the cor-
responding no-skill tables (~·ig. 40). Whenever these ratios are greater 
than unity, the relationship between the predictor and outcome is much 
better than a chance one. As we can see from Fig. 41 the forecasting 
parameter is significantly better than chance in forecasting both inten-
sification and non-intensification. 
5.2 Prefigurance - Post Agreement 
Prefigurance measures the extent to which forecasts give advance 
notice of the occurrence of a certain event. Post agreement gives the 
LF -42 LF -18 
OBSERVED OBSERVED 
F I NI F I NI 
0 0 
R I 1.43 .65 R I 1.56 .50 E E 
C 
.45 1.46 C .40 1.53 A NI A NI 
S 5 
T T 
Fig. 41- Contingency ratios formed by dividing the values in the con-
tingency tables (Fig. 39) by the values in the no-skill tables 
(Fig. 40). Left diagr~m is for LF -42 time period and right 
diagram is for LF -18 time period. 
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extent to which subsequent observations confirm the predictions when 
a certain event is forecast. This information can be found by using 
the previously constructed contingency tables (Fig. 39) to develop the 
tables found in Figs. 42 and 43. The data from these figures is CQn-
densed below: 
TABLE 5 
Prefigurance Post Agreement 
(Percentage Accuracy) (Percentage Accuracy) 
1. 1!!. I NI 
LF -42 80 63 65 79 
LF -18 81 74 74 81 
As an example of the use of Table 5, we might consider the LF -42 time 
period. We see that forecasts of intensification were followed by in-
tensification 65% of the time while occurrences of intensification were 
indicated in advance 80% of the time. The trend in the scheme is to 
over forecast intensification while under forecasting non-intensifcation. 
5.3 Skill Scores 
The information contained in the contingency tables can be combined 
into a single index (S), called a skill score. It is defined by 
S c - E • T - E 
where C is the number of correct forecasts, T is the total number of 
fotecasts and E is the number expected to be correct by chance. Skill 
scores were computed for the two time periods and found to be .43 and 
.55 for the 1.F -42 and LF -18 ti1lle periods respectively. These numbers 
LF -42 
OBSERVED, 
F I NI 
o 
R I 
E 
C 
A NI 
f TOTAL 
80 37 
20 63 
100 100 
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LF -18 
OBSERVED 
F I NI 
o 
~ I 81 26 
C A NI 
S 
19 14 
TTOTAl.. 100 10~) 
Fig. 42. Percent of time each observed category ~'~s correctly forecast 
(Prefigurance). 
F 
0 I R 
E 
C Nt A 
S 
T 
Fig. 43. 
LF -42 
OBSERVED 
I NI TOTAL 
65 35 100 
21 79 100 
F 
o 
R 
E 
C 
A 
S 
T 
I 
NI 
LF -18 
OBSERVED 
I NI TOTAL 
74 26 100 
19 81 100 
Perce'lt of time eacn forecast event oc~ut'red for a particular 
category (Post Agreement). 
1 
f 
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represent au average correct forecast rate of 75% which bC\t.utl chance by 
25%. 
5.4 MRPP 
The MlU'P technique which has been developed at CSU (ef. Hielke ~. 
~~., 1976, 1981; Mielke, 1979) is a nonparametric stati.tieal methodology 
whieh does not involve normality or other assumptions usually made in 
staUsUcal ana1Y8es. It allows the simultaneous eomparison of one or 
more variates of one data set w~,th the same variates of other data seta. 
The procedure essentially measures the Euclidean distance between all 
data points giVing the likelihood of one set of data being statistieally 
the same as an opr~sing data set. the MRPP teehnique was applied to the 
data of this study in three ways: 
1) All parallleters were examined univariately comparing the inten-
sifying versus non-intensifying set. 
2) ThS three most significant parameters, H200, T850 and U200 (6 belt) were combined in a three-way combination. 
3) All five parameters were examined in a five-way combination. 
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 6. One can see that the 
vertical wind shears are the weakest parameters but when combined witb 
the other parameters to form IP, the results become extremely s18nifi-
cant. 
The MRPP statistic can also be used to improve the selection of 
parameters in devising a forecasting scheme. For example, in the NW 
Pacific, data is less abundant particularly at the 500 mb level. There-
fore, use of the scheme without the contribution of the 850 to 500 mb 
shear should also give good results. In fact the MRPP results indicate 
that the 200 mb height field alone may be sufficient to produce a 
reason.able forecast. 
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TABLE 6 
MRPF significance levels on probability that the intensifying and 
non-intensifying data sets ore the aama. Parametet:8 ,:re listed in order 
of significance 88 determined by an average of both time par1odB. 
Values are given in percent (%). 
PARAMETER SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 
LF ... 42 LF -18 
IP .00772 .000878 
5 Way Combinationl .0576 .000288 
3 Way combination2 .0752 .000275 
"200 .Q787 .000288 
Taso .323 .0035 
- 0 V200 (6 belt) 1.18 .0724 
VS50 - U200 .140 1.31 
- -Ua50 - USOO .230 3.56 
- - - ...... -- -- - - ......... .-..- - ~--- --- - .... _____ ........ ___ "" ................ _ ml'f 
15 Way combination consists of all five parameters. 
23 Way combination consists of "200' T850 and U200 (6
obelt). 
Discussion. The four statistical methods had all shown that the 
results produced by the forecasting scheme are highly significant. 
This allows us to adapt the scheme to operational \.Jsage with a high 
degree of confidence. However, we must remember that this Bcheme is 
an objective tool designed to be used by less experienced £orec~sters 
and may unly be of minor help for the experienced forecaster. 
i· 
t 
• 
.. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The original goals of this research ~ere to d.i!tect systematic outer 
cyclone (3-120 radius) meteorological differences between intensifying 
and non-intensifying storms merely by examining the tropical weather 
charts available at the National Hurricane Center. But many hours of 
tedious study of these charts could only give weak subjective indications 
of possible baroclinic influences on cyclone intensity change. There-
fore, the rawinsonde compositing scheme was employed in order to investi-
gate quantitative differences in an objective mann~r. Composite differ-
ences were found tn be significant. Of particular interest were the 
d:l.fferences found in the 850 mb temperature field, the 200 mb height 
f;f,e,~d, the 200 mb zonal wind, and vertical wind shears of the zonal wind. 
J3::ls~d on the results obtained frol1l the composite study the individual 
cyclones were again analyzed for these special parameter differences. 
Some variability was inherent in the results, but a distinct demarcation 
between the two data sets WaS evi4ent in 70-80% of the cases. Spedal 
combinations of the parameters led to a quantitative scheme for fore-
casting tropical cyclone intensity change. 
This forecast scheme held up well when tested against independent 
data. The scheme was able to forecast intensity change 71-77% correct 
for all time periods and was at its best as the cyclones were within 
24 hours of landfall. It was found that trends in the parameters should 
also be carefully watched as indicators of intensity change. Through 
the lise of pr.evious comparative ral'linsonde composite studies. we were 
able to show that the results of this study are applicable to composite 
data sets (and mostly likElly individual cases also) in the other regions 
of the west Atlantic and also in the western Pacific, 
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'I'he forecasting s('heml1 llresanlp.d tn th1.8 study nu.\y not slgnl1 iC,\l\Lly 
excead the .tccuracy of the fOrec.lt;ts IH"OtIUCl'd by the C~l)f..\I.·l.a at: l he 
Nationa1 HUJ;'ricane Center or the Joint 'ryphoon tolnrning C('ntar but H. 
does give quantitative guidance to the pnrallleten which il(>pem: to b(' 
important ~o intensity change. Because the scheme was designed for use 
on standard isobaric charts, any duty forecaster (regardless of experience) 
should be able to make the Il' computation within 10-15 minutes. Also, 
the selection of the 850 and 200 mb charts allows one to supplement: the 
standard analysis at these levels with SUS satellite derived winds. 
The scheme can a1.so be progranuned for routine computer printout. 
Although this study failed to correctly predict intenaity change 
in approxlmately 25% of the cases, the scheme appears to perform as well 
or better than other currently available forecasting techniques. You 
will always have an Eloise to defy your best physical reasoning. How- ,f 
ever, the idea that intensity change can be approached in a quantitative 
manner bears further investigation. More research should be made to 
determine how the physical coupling between tropical storms and the large 
, 
scale baroclinic zones on the poleward side takes place. Hopefully, 
, 
1 
some of the ideas presented in this study will stimulate further cyclone 
intenSity research. 
An additional side benefit of this study, in addition to the parti-
cular results presented on cyclon/! intensity changetis the formulation 
of: a methodological t~chnique for quantitative forecast development 
through the use of rawinsonde composite analysis. This methodology 
is summariz(!d by tha progressive steps of r'oute n in Fig.44. 
Quantitative forecast schemes cannot typically be developed from 
direct inspection of individual weather maps as indicated by route .A of 
" 
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Fig. 44 (i.e., going directl.y froOl step 2 to stel' 9 ). One is usuul1y 
required to follow the procedures illustJ· .. ted,~ ~!'Qui:e n of this 
figure. A quantitative forecast scheme development usually l'equircs 
the ovalllOtion of numerous rawinsollde rCJlol'tn r,'um different cltl~scs 01 
weather systems to determine mean diffet:ences betwecn classes. Only 
when this is aCcomplished can one begin testing to determine the extent 
to Wllich such mean class parameter differences can be detected in indi-
vidual case situations. In this manner the rawinsonde compositing 
technique has been used as a vehielA to transport us from a general 
idea to a specific application. Then thorough statistical testing to 
determine forecast skill, testing with other independent data sets, etc., 
follows in logical progression as shown by route D of this figure. 
The research meteorologist can only carry the procedures as far as 
step 8. 'rhe final testing of a~,y new forecast scheme must be done in 
the operational environment by operational meteorologists (step 9). 
It is anticipated that this empirical methodological approach 
using composite r~winsonde data can be utilized to develop many other 
types of practical forecast schemes. 
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08SEAV~ I/iOPICAl tl'ClJft£ (H~AA"ER' 
ISTICS AND STMTlFY I~T.' Al'l'KmWE 
BfJtAVIOR CLASSES. 
('l 
.,' 
'AI! C;W;;l:N)£ ~~.".;m£$ ~F E~:. 
KIiAiIORAl CLASS :)f $TJR/I. I'£~. 
FOAl! CMSllE AMLYSES Te IlEIERm£ 
I(TEOAOl.OGICAl PAIW£TER PIFfERE"CES 
1Imt£" CLASSES. 
(6) 
I!ASED Oft INPIVIDIJAL CASE ANALYSIS 
DEVELOP FOIlECAST SCIf£)£ USI~ BOTH 
Elf'IRICAl AND STATlSlICAlI'oETHOPS. 
m 
TEST fOR£CAST 5tH£/( OM AN INDEPEN-
DElI! DATA SET. 
YES 
.. 
______ ~ TEST fOR£CAST seQ .IN DfERATlOMAl ~ ______ ....J 
EllVII40ftNT NlD DISS£IIINATE VERIFI. 
CATI<* DATA IF FDAECAST seQ HAS 
APPAROIT SkIll. 
Fig. 44. Flow diagram of the procedures needed to develop an empirical 
forecast scheme. This study followed the procedures outlined 'f 
by Route B where rawinsonde compositing (step 3) was an integral 
and necessary step. 
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APPENDIX A 
Appendix A is a summary of the parameters analy~ed for all storms 
which make up this study. Tables 7-l0 represent tb.e data for the orig-
inal composite study. Tables 11-14 list all resu~,ts for the independent 
storms which were tested. o -All parameters analyzed (except 6 belt U
200
) 
o 
represent the 5-11 belt average over octants 8, land 2. Units for the 
respective parameters are as follows: 
zonal Wind parameters (US50 ' USOO ' U~OO) 
temperature field (TSSO) 
intensification parameter (IP) 
wind speed change 
-1 
m S 
-1 in $ 
rlo unite 
kts 
, 
, 
J 
1 j 
1 
1 
Of"'- '~"""-"",~~.,'''-.'-'+'''' 
TABLE 7 
Summary of the parameters analyzed for the intensifying set at the LF -18 time period 
STORM U200 U500 U850 U850-U500 U850-U200 6
0 BELT T850 H200 IP NEXT 24 HOUR YR NAME U200 WIND SPEED 
CHANGE 
'57 Audry 13.7 0.9 -1.4 -2.3 - 15.1 10.5 18.4 357 42 35 57 Bertha 
-16.9 -5.0 -2.4 2.6 + 14.5 - 20.9 17.5 476 195 25 59 Debra 9.0 2.0 -0.3 - 2.3 - 9.3 8.4 19.4 423 56 30 59 Judith 18.0 5.0 -0.6 
- 5.6 - 18.6 8.0 17.3 444 94 30 61 Carla 10.5 -4.6 -7.7 - 3.1 - 18.2 8.3 18.5 456 41 15 63 Cindy 17.1 2.9 -3.5 - 6.4 - 20.6 15.6 15.4 386 
-60 30 64 Abby 
- 3.1 -5.8 -2.2 + 3.6 + 0.9 - 5.3 21.1 475 153 30 64 Isbell 30.3 6.6 -6.2 -12.8 - 36.5 24.2 15.0 350 
-109 30 ...., 65 Betsy 1.4 -5.5 -6.6 
- 1.1 - 8.0 3.6 16.6 456 92 20 V1 67 Beulah 15.9 -0.5 -4.7 - 4.2 - 20.6 7.8 16.7 401 6 30 68 Abby 19.1 2.9 -2.8 
- 5.7 - 21.9 20.7 16.3 327 
-15 5 68 Candy 8.1 0.0 -3.6 - 3.6 - 11.7 2.9 18.2 414 95 35 69 Camille 10.6 3.4. -0.8 - 4 •. 2 - 11.4 7.4 18.3 437 23 35 70 Celia 
- 5.4 -2.2 -0.6 + 1.6 + 4.8 - 4.5 19.9 482 147 25 70 Ella 7.7 0.5 -4.7 - 5.2 - 12.4 7.4 18.2 433 37 35 70 Felice 
-14.3 -7.9 -5.8 + 2.1 + 8.5 - 19.9 17.4 474 193 25 71 Edith 25.4 . 2.0 -0.5 
- 2.5 - 25.9 2F.1 18.9 330 -62 35 74 Carmen 16.8 4.1 -2.5 
- 6.6 - 19.3 14 .. 7 15.9 376 -55 25 75 Caroline 
- 1.1 -2.3 -1.8 +-0.5 .- 0.7 - 6.6 18.8 409 89 35 75 Eloise 20.5 6.3 -4.8 -11.1 
- 25.3 12.7 14.0 319 -104 40 
77 Anita 2.9 -3.3 -5.6 - 2.3 - 8.5 3.1 18.4 434 44 65 77 Babe 7.3 -0.9 -3.4 - 2.5 - 10.7 2.8 18.0 424 52 25 
Average 8.8 -0.1 -3.3 - 3.2 - 12.1 5.8 17.6 413 49 29.8 
TABLE 8 
Summary of the parameters analyzed for the intensifying set at thE: LF -42 time period 
STORM U200 USOO U8S0 U8S0-USOO U8S0-U200 
60 BELT T8S0 H200 IF h'EXT 24 HOUR 
YR NAME U200 WIND SPEED CHANGE 
S7 Audry 17.4 - 0.9 - 0.3 + 0.6 - 17.7 17.3 16 .. 4 391 2S 20 
57 Bertha 3.4 - 5.0 - 3.1 + 1.9 - 6.5 5.7 16.6 406 22 10 
59 Debra 5.6 2.1 - 1.1 - 3.2 - 6.7 1.6 19.3 434 81 10 
59 Judith 3.6 - 2.7 - 4.2 - 1.5 - 7.8 1.6 18.3 439 163 15 
61 Carla 8.0 - 6.9 - 8.3 - 1.4 - 16.3 3.5 17.8 427 38 20 
63 Cindy 22.8 4.8 - 2.4 - 7.2 - 2S.2 19.3 16.4 337 -57 15 
64 Abby 8.3 - 0.6 - 4.2 - ~.6 - 12.5 8.5 20.6 483 68 0 
64 Isbell 25.4 9.8 - 6.5 -16.3 - 31.9 17.6 14.9 362 -84 SO ~ ~ 
65 Betsy - 6.8 - 8.2 -12 .. 1 - 3.9 - 5.3 10.1 15.8 395 68 5 
67 Beulah 9.6 - 1.2 - 4.1 - 2.9 - 13.7 9.0 17.3 410 3S 15 
68 Abby 18.8 1.5 - 6.5 - 8.0 - 25.3 11.7 16.1 335 -3 30 
68 Candy 0.0 :l.8 + 1.4 - 0.4 + 1.4 0.0 17.8 401 131 10 
69 Camille 3.7 0.3' - 1.3 - 1.6 + 5.0 5.5 17.9 417 59 30 
70 Celia - 4.5 - 0.2 0.3 + 0.5 + 4.8 2.6 19.1 465 124 25 
70 Ella - 6.0 - 5.4 - 4.3 + 1.1 + 1.7 2.1 17.5 436 lOS 40 
70 Felice - 0.9 - 4.2 - 5 .. 2 - 1.0 - 4.3 0.6 17.8 425 99 0 
71 Edith 21.6 '- 3.0 - 2.6 + 0.4 - 24.2 19.9 19.2 376 -9 0 
74 Carmen l4.S 7.3 - 1.2 - 8.5 - 15.7 12.9 1S.6 385 -43 35 
75 Caroline - 5.8 - 3.0 - 3.9 -'l.9 + 1.9 6.1 17.9 423 109 30 
75 Eloise 6.8 - 3.7 - 5.9 - 2.2 - 12.7 5.0 17.2 378 17 20 
77 Anita 4.8 - 2.7 - 3.6 - 0.9 - 8.4 3.8 17.8 417 S4 10 
77 Babe 4.9 - 1.0 - 3.4 - 2.4 - S.3 2.1 17.0 418 46 20 
Average 7.1 - 1.0 - 3.8 - 2.8 - 10.8 7.6 17.5 407 .ll 19 
4. ........... .......- +- IJIlf' " ..-.........-. 
TABLE 9-
Summary of the parameters analyzed for the non-intensifying systems at the LF -18 time period 
STORM U200 USOO U8S0 USSO-USOO U8S0-U200 6
0 BELT TSSO H200 IP NEXT 24 !lOUR YR NAME U200 WIND SPEED 
CHANGE 
57 Debbie 23.0 10.7 1.5 
- 9.2 
- 21.5 21.5 16~3 283 -124 0 57 Esther 1.5.3 2.6 - 0.9 - 3.5 
- 16.2 10.4 16.9 311 1 0 58 Ella 10.6 - 4.6 - 8.8 
- 4.2 
- 19.4 13.3 11.1 453 6 
- 5 59 Arlene 16.0 1.1 - 2.9 
- 4.0 
- 18.9 10.5 16.1 328 28 5 59 Irene 19.6 1.0 1.0 
- 6.0 
- 18.6 12.8 1.5.2 338 
-23 1.5 60 TS III - 1.7 - 9.0 - 2.2 6.8 
- 0.5 - 8.3 18.5 421 185 25 60 Florence 7.2 - 2.9 
- 6.5 
- 3.6 
- 13.1 10.3 13.9 351 
-32 
-5 
" 
64 Tsill 3.I,.4 9.8 
- 1.9 
-11.7 
- 33.3 30.1 14.6 224 
-146 5 
" 
65 'fS 111 1.:S.8 7.1 5.7 
- 1.4 
- 8.1 16.8 18.5 293 17 10 68 Gladys 11 .. 3 4.5 - 2.1 
- 7.2 
- 20.0 13.6 14.3 341 
-8 5 69 Jenny 23.1 2.7 - 6.4 
- 9.1 
- 30.1 24.0 14.1 380 
-77 0 70 Alma 19.7 0.1 - 4.9 
- 5.0 
- 24.6 25.2 14.6 246 
-58 0 12 Agnes 16.8 
. 
- 7.5 
- 25.9 15.2 379 
-23 
- 1.6 - 9.1 15.9 10 
Average 16.4 2.0 - 2.9 
- 5.1 
- 19.3 15.0 15.9 340 -37 5 
TABLE 10 
Summary of the parameters analyzed for the non-intensifying systems at the LF -42 time period 
STORK U200 USOO USSO USSO-USOO USSO":U200 6
0 BELT 
'lSSO H200 IP NEXT 24 HOUR YR NAME U200 WIND SPEED 
CHANGE 
57 Debbie 11.2 2.0 
- 2.6 
- 4.6 - 13.8 8.3 18.3 406 19 0 57 Esther 7.4 2.1 
- 2.7 
- 4.8 - 10.1 5.0 18.6 404 51 20 58 Ella 8.5 
- 5.3 - 9.8 
- 4.5 - 18.3 S.1 17.1 422 4 0 59 Arlene 11.0 
- 3.0 - 5.8 
- 2.S - 16.8 4.2 15.5 353 52 15 59 Irene 9.7 4.7 
- 1.7 
- 6.4 - 11.4 8.3 16.6 416 59 10 60 TS #1 - 0.6 
- 4.2 
- 2.9 + 1.3 
- 2.3 0.3 17.7 406 128 0 60 Florence 12.9 
- 1.5 - 5.3 
- 3.8 - 18.2 16.5 13.6 323 -88 
- 5 64 TS #1 32.4 8.6 
- 2.6 
- 11.2 
- 35.0 29.1 15.5 301 -102 0 " co 65 TS II 18.2 7.4 3.6 
- 3.8 - 14.6 21.0 18.0 331 -2 10 68 Gladys 13.1 1.2 
- 7.5 
- 8.7 
- 20.6 13.0 14.6 344 -8 0 69 Jenny 28.4 6.5 
- 1.7 
- 8.2 - 30.1 28 .. 0 14.4 356 -93 0 70 Alma 28.7 2.2 
- 9.1 
-IL3 
- 37.8 26.0 15.0 343 -55 
-5 72 Agnes 15.5 
- 3.5- -10.6 
- 7.1 - 26.1 15.4 16.5 374 -19 
-10 
Average 15.1 1.3 - 4.5 
- 5.8 
- 19.6 14.1 16.3 368 -15 3 
. .........., "'.4. I ....... 1.·.U"t .!t, hull<! t • t".4t_aJlWi __ .ill ttl ... ..--""---~-""""".-.-.-""""" ........... -,--.... ~.~ .. -... 
~.I; ~ !AO!!C e!>*~L'.e",;""_",,,. """ ""_ • 
TABLE Jl 
Summary of the parameters analyzed for the independent intensifying systems 
for a p~riod cipproximately 24 hOl1rs prior to landfall 
YR STORM DATE U200 U500 U850 UB50-U500 UB50-U200 60 BELT NEXT 24 HOUR T850 B200 IP WINn SPEED NAHE U200 CHANGE 
73 Delia 4 Sep 12.2 
-3.7 
-5.6 
-1.9 
-17.B 10.7 17.7 422 11 0 75 DEP 119 28 Jul 10.1 3.6 1.0 
-2.6 
- 9.1 9.7 17.3 370 15 10 7S Amelia 30 Jul + 0.6 
-1.7 1.2 2.9 0.6 3.3 IB.B 397 86 20 78 Debra: 28 Aug 11.4 3.4 
-2.4 
-5.8 
-13.B 13.7 19.6 424 6 25 79 Bob 10 .. luI 12.2 3.6 
-0.2 
-3.B 
-12.4 10.3 17.9 400 27 30 79 Frederic 12 Sep 8.3 
-5.4 
-7.3 
-1.9 
-15.6 9.7 16.8 433 17 25 79 Henri 16 Sep 11.4 2.2 
-6.0 
-8.2 
-17.4 5.7 15.9 475 39 25 
" \0 Average 9.5 0.3 
-2.7 
-3.0 
-12.:2 9.0 17.7 417 29 
.!? 
TABLE 12 
Summary of the parameters analyzed for the independent intensifying systems 
for a period approximately 48 hours prior to landfall 
60 BELT NEXT 24 HOUR 
YR STORM DATE U200 USOO Ua50 U850-U500 U85C-U200 T850 H200 IP wIND SPEED N&'lE U200 CHANGE 
73 Delia 3 Sep 10.1 
-4.7 -7.6 
-2.9 
-17.7 9.0 17.3 426 13 20 78 Deh:J;a ".'; Aug 4.6 loS 
-2.8 
-4J; 
- 7.4 4.0 18.5 428 38 0 79 Bob 9 Jul 16 .. 4 
-0.2 2.0 2.2 
-14.4 16.3 17.8 427 40 15 79 Frederic 11 Sep 13.2 
-3.8 
-4.8 
-1.0 
-18.0 12.0 16.4 414 -7 25 79 Henri 15 Sep 8~2 3.6 
-1.6 
-5.2 
- 9.8 4.7 16.7 451 63 15 
Average 10.5 
-0.7 
-3.0 
-2.3 
-13.5 9.2 17.3 429 29 1:';~· a; 
."* 0 
~'fM1'::t"""'.;-'~" -,',.;t~'" .'.-~ ;';-;-.:u ,,,.. 
TABLE 13 
Summary of the parameters analyzed for the independent non-intensifying systems 
for a period approximately 24 hours prior to landfall 
NEXT 24 HOUR 
60 BELT 
YR STORM DATE U200 U500 U850 US50-U500 U850-UZOO T850 
BlOO IP WIND SPEED 
NAME U200 CHANGE 
--
68 DEPI 4 J'!Jl 14.4 4.2 -0.7 -4.9 -15.1 
10.3 14.6 342 -39 0 
68 DEP 27 Aug 15.6 4.9 1.0 -3.9 -14.6 
12.7 16.4 308 -80 0 
69 DEP 20 Sep 20.0 5.3 -3.6 -8.9 
-23.6 17.7 15.6 346 -76 0 
69 DEP 30 Sep 13.6 -1.8 -6.2 -4.4 -19.8 
11.3 16.2 292 -60 0 
71 DEP 7 Aug 4.9 -0.6 0.6 +1.2 
- 4.3 - 0.7 15.8 384 24 0 
71 DEP 31 Aug 10.8 1.0 -2.9 -3.9 
-13.1 8.0 15.8 390 -30 0 
71 DEP 13 Oct 34.0 11.4 2.4 -9.0 
-31.6 31.3 14.1 193 -192 0 
73 DEP 10 Sep 18.0 4.2 -0.9 -5.1 
-18.9 16.7 17.1 452 -5 0 
74 DEP tl5 17 Ju1 -5.1 -4.2 -1.1 +3.1 
4.0 - 3.0 17.8 349 77 0 r.» 
74 DEP f/12 25 Aug 9.2 -4.6 -4.1 +0.5 
-13.3 8.0 16.6 364 -24 0 
,... 
74 DEP Ino 26 Sep 33.4 14.4 2.9 -11.5 -30.5 
32.3 13.9 277 -175 0 
75 DEP fl9 28 Jul 10.1 3.6 1.0 -2.6 - 9.1 
9.7 17 .3 370 5 0 
75 DEP #22 15 Oct 15.8 5.1 -1. 7 -6.8 -17 .5 
12.0 16.2 296 -31 0 
76 DEP f/14 6 Sep 10.6 -1.9 -3.7 -1.8 
-14.3 9.3 15.7 258 -77 0 00 
76 DEF fl17 23 Sep 30.9 13.1 4.2 -8.9 -26.7 
29.0 13.5 261 -176 0 
~::o 
77 DEP 112 13 Jun 15.0 3.6 1.1 -2.5 -13.9 
12.3 18.7 339 64 0 
.,,§ 
77 DEP if3 18 Jul 5.9 -5.3 -6.0 -0.7 -11.9 
8.0 16.7 410 20 0 
go;: 
77 DEP #19 24 Oct 32.6 10.1 -1.9 -12.0 -34.5 
30.3 13.2 142 -209 0 
:o~ 
78 DEP #5 21 Jun 10.9 -0.9 -1.4 -0.5 -12.3 
8.3 15.7 347 27 0 
1j"fJ 
78 DEP #9 9 Aug 11.9 1.9 -1.3 -3.2 -13.2 
9.0 16.3 372 -55 0 
c.~ ~'" 
78 DEP fil8 9 Sep 15.4 2.7 -1.8 -4.5 -17.2 
16.3 16.9 414 -20 0 ~(1 
79 Claudette 24 Jul 11.3 3.4 -4.0 -7.4 -15.3 
7.7 19.4 493 51 10 
79 Elena 31 Aug 10.9 4.0 -2.6 -6.6 -13~5 
9.0 18.3 404 -7 0 
79 Henri 23 Sep 20.2 7.6 3.0 -4.6 -17.2 
14.3 15.4 379 -28 0 
Average 15.4 3.4 -1.2 -4.6 -16,6 
13.3 16.1 341 -42 0.4 
IDEP represents a storm in the d~pression stage (max wind ~ 34 knots). Prior to 1974, depressions were 
no t numbered. 
,~ -"",,,~ ... '-'" - ~". 
~;I!;J .... tll! );:, i)i{'!t."",,,,,,a ~,'~~~~~"-"''''f'' 
YR STO~\of 
NAME 
68 DEPI 
69 DEP 
71 DEP 
71 DEP 
73 'fiEP 
74 DEP lIS 
74 DEI' 4112 
74 DEP {nO 
75 DEP 1122 
i6 DEP 1114 
76 DEP U17 
78 DEP 1119 
TABLE 14 
-:', 
Summary of the parameteJ:'~ analyzed for the independent non-intensifying systems 
for a period approximately 48 hours prior to landfall 
60 BELT DATE U200 USOO U8s0 U8s0-UsOO USsO-UZOO T8s0 
H200 IP U200 
26 Aug 10.7 -0.1 -0.9 - 0.8 -11.6 7.0 17.1 377 -10 
19 Sep 11.2 -1.3 -7.4 - 6.1 -18.6 8.0 16.6 396 0 
30 Aug 10.0 -1.1 -2.1 - 1.0 -12.1 5.0 16.5 394 -17 
12 Oct 27.0 7.4 -1.4 - 8.8 -28.4 24.7 14.1 231 -149 
9 Sep 15.9 1.1 -4.1 - 5.2 -20.0 9.2 17.b 469 24 
16 Jul 0.6 -1.9 -2.8 ,- 0.9 - 3.4 2.0 17.7 366 55 
24 Aug 3.9 -4.8 -3.9 + 0.9 - 7.8 2.7 16.3 384 11 
25 Sep 19.3 15.1 -1.0 -16.1 -20:.3 13.0 15.8 392 -49 
14 Oct 11.2 -2.6 -5.9 - 3.3 -17.1 10.3 15.3 337 -6 
5 Sep 13.4 2.1 -0.3 - 2.4 -13.7 11.7 15.8 297 -64 
22 Sep 32.8 12.0 1.7 -10.3 -31.1 33.7 13.3 251 -219 
8 Sep 15.6 4.2 -3.6 - 7.8 -19.2 15.7 16.6 393 -43 
,79 Claudette 23 .luI 10.6 -1.7 -3.6 .., 1.9 -14.2 9.3 18.2 446 42 18.1 409 -12 19 Elena 30 Aug 15.6 2.4 -1.8 - 4.2 -17.4 9.0 
79 HeIlri 22 Sep 19.1 9.1 3,,2 - 5.9 -J.5.9 13.7 15.6 419 ~1 
Average 14.5 2.7 -2.3 - 4.9 -16.1 11.7 16.3 371 -29 
~ 
NEXT 24 HOUR 
WIND SPEED 
CHANGE 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 QI) 
0 N 
0 
0 
0 
0 ~~ 0 
0 1~ 5 
10 ~J: 
0 .g~ 
1 ~~ .~ 
lilEP represents a storm in the depression stage (max wind < 34 kts). Prior to 1974 the depressions were 
not numbered. 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR THE INTENSITY CHANGE FORECASTING PARAMETER 
The computation of the intensity change parameter (IP) has been 
designed so that it could be performed quickly and with data available 
at any weather station. It uses the standard isobaric 850, 500, and 
200 mb charts which are available twice daily. With only a minimum of 
practice the IP could be computed in less than 15 minutes using the 
following guidelines: 
1. Locate the storm center on the 850, 500 and 200mb charts 
based on the position given by the Miami Hurrica~le bulletin 
(or the bulletin issued by JTWC) for a particula~ time period. 
2. Using a compass mark off the 6, 8, and 100 radial belts on the 
north side of the storm. 
3. Subdivide these radial belts into the 450 octants 8, 1 and 2 
a~ in Fig. 2. For storms affecting the eastern U.S., China, 
Korea or Japan use octants 1, 2 and 3. 
4. Compute ayerage values of tge parameters Ta50' H200' U850' 
U500 and U200 over the 5-11 belt over octants 8, land 2 (or 1, 2 and 3) by: 
a. Obtain an average value in each octant for each of t:he 
5-70 , 7-9 0 and 9-110 radial belts. 
b. Average the values from each octant in each radial belt to 
get three belt averages. 
e. Average these three belt averages together and the resul-
tant number represents the 5-110 belt average over the 
desired octant. 
A quick streamline analysis may have to be done to make it easier to 
resolve the zonal wind components. When the wind components have been 
-1 determined in knots, divide by 2 to get the ~dnd speed in m i3 It is 
helpful to use a table such as those found in,Appendix A to keep track 
of all parameters. 
5. Calculate the 850 to 500 mb and 850 to 200 mb wind shears from 
the taple. 
84 
6. Using either the graph in Fig. 45 or 46 plot each of the final 
parameters on the appropriate scale and read off the value from 
the bottom of the graph. Addition of these five numbers yields 
the intensity change parameter (IP). 
Further refinements can be made 1.n the Atlantic basin based On 
the seasonal variations described in section 4.2. The adjustments to be 
made to IP are given in Table 15. After all cOJllPutations and adjuGtments 
have beeri made, if IP > 0 we should expect an intensifying system. 
Negative values would represent a filling or steady storm. 
TABLE 15 
Correction factors to be applied to IP based on seasonal var~ation. 
Apply the appropriate correction based on date of occurrence of the 
cyclone systelo. 
MAY JUN JUN JUL JUL AUG AUG SEP SEP OCT OCT 
TIME PERIOD 15-31 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-31 1-15 16-31 1-15 16-30 1-15 15-31 
ADJUSTMENT +80 +50 +20 -10 -30 -50 -50 -30 -10 +20 +50 FACTOR 
Uaso-Usoo (ms- I ) ATLANTIC 
-32 -28 -24 -20 -16 -12 -8 -4 0 +4 +8 +12 +16 +20 +24 +28 
, ii8~-ii~ I~S-'), , , I , , , , , , , I 
-44 -40 -36 -32 -:28 -24 -20 -16 -i2 -8 -4 0 +4 +8 +12 +16 
1 -ii~ I 6~ BEL ~ )( m~ -I) 1 I I I I I I I I I I 
-38 -34 -30 -26 -22 -18 -14 -10 -6 -2 +2 +6 +10 +14 +18 +22 
I f8~ Ie:) I I I • I I 1 I I I I I I 
as 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 18.5 IS.5 20.5 21.5 22.5 23.5 
• H2~O I ~1200~ m ) I I I I I I I I I I I I 
240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460480 500 520 540 
, , , , I I , , 
_7" _&!r\ _1:1'\ _An _".II'" ~ .-
Fig. 45. Computation graph for IP in the Atlantic basin. 
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Fig. 46. Computation graph for IP in the Pacific basin. 
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APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPOSI~n DATA SETS 
Dropeo In tensify'f.ll&: Tropical storms and hurril~nl\eS whic..'h eithcH' r Il rm-
ed or moved into the Gulf of ~Iexico and showed significant intensifica-
tion (wind speed change >20 kts in 24 hours) prior to landfall along 
the U.S. gulf coast. The data cam~ from the official best track posi-
tion of the National Hurricane Center for the years 1957-1977 and in-
clude 22 cases. The stratification was based primarily on wind speed 
change and central pressure when available. The composite was run for 
two time periods: 1+2 hours prior to landfall with average latitude .. 
23.30 N, longitude .. 88.4Q,~ and 18 hours prior to landfall with latitude 
o 0 
- 25.1 N. longitude • 90.7 W. 
Dropco Non-intensifying: Tropical storllls and hurricanes which either 
formed or moved into the Gulf of Mexico and showed little or no ten-
dency for intensification prior to landfall. The data were selected 
from the best track position of the National Hurricane Center for the 
years 1957-1977 and include 13 cases. The stratification was made as 
in the intensifying case and was also run for two time p~riods: 42 
110urs prior to landfall with latitude. 23.aoN, longitude"" 84.7oH and 
o 0 18 hours prior to landfall with latitude..: 25.4 N, longitude:: 88.0 "T. 
Uo11iday (1979) rapidlY D~epenin~: Storms from the Northwest Pacific 
-1 
for the yellrs 1961-1970 where 24 hour deepening inte was ~ 42 mb day • 
The dt;lta were stratified into three periods: 24 hours prior to the onset 
of rapi.d deepening, the period at onset, and 24 hours after the onset 
of deepening. 
w& g aM 1 ~'J?jT ,.~:-
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Bill Frank (19 76~ Pacific Dnta Sets: These d'lta "ete W$re mad!!'. from 
ten years (196l-1970) of Northwest pacific rawinsonde da en. The data 
were stratified ty both latitude and tend~ncy in the following manner: 
Type 1 pl < 980 mb 
c-
Type 11 
Type III 
Type A 
Type A Early 
Type B 
980 mb < P < 1000 mb 
c-
Pc > 1000 mb 
Storm which at some point reaches P < 970 mb c-
Same as 'fype A but 980 mb < P c ~ 1000 mb and in a 
deepening trend towards a typhoon. 
Storm with 980 mb < P < 1000 mb but P never drops 
below 980 mb. c - c 
1p represents central pressure of the storm. 
c 
Bill Frank (1976) We~t Indies Data Sets: These data sets ~~ere made 
from 14 years (1961-1.974) of western Atlantic rnwi.nsonde data. The 
data were stratified by latitude and filli~g or deepening tendencies as 
taken from the best track positions of the National Hurricane Center. 
Zehr (1976) ,Developing Trade Wind Clusters: Pre-typhoon disturbances 
found in the trade wind belt taken from the tim.a they were first identi-
fied as cloud clusters until they attained an intensitywit~ maximwn 
sustained winds of 50 knots. Ttie data were taken from the central and 
western North PaciHc during the tert year period 1961-1970. 
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Zehr (1976) Stage 0 Non-developins Cluster: Non-developing cloud clus-
ters 1n the cftntrsl snd western Pacific for the period 1967-1968. The 
clusters were found in the region from the equator to 180 N and 12SoE to 
160ow. 
